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has that sort of self-subsistencethat used to belong to substance,
except that it usually only persists through a very short time, so
far asour experiencegoes.That is to say,eachparticular that there
is in the world doesnot in any way logically dependupon any other
particular. Each one might happen to be the whole universe; it
is a merely empirical fact that this is not the case. There is no
reasonwhy you should not have a universe consisting of one particular and nothing else.That is a peculiarity of particulars. In the
sameway, in order to understanda namefor a particular, the only
t'hing necessaryis to be acquainted with that particular. When you
are acquaintedwith that particular, you have a full, adequate,and
complete understandingof the name, and no further information
is required. No further information as to the facts that are true of
that particular would enableyou to have a fuller understandingof
the meaning of the name.
Discussion
Mr. Carr: You think there are simple factsthat are not complex.
Are complexesall composedof simples?Are not the simplesthat
go into complexesthemselvescomplex?
Mr. Russell:No facts are simple. As to your second question,
that is, of course,a question that might be argued-whether when
a thing is complex it is necessarythat it should in analysishave
constituents that are simple. I think it is perfectly possible to
supposethat complex things are capableof analysisad infinitum,
and that you never reach the simple. I do not think it is true, but
it is a thing that one might argue,certainly. I do myself think that
complexes-I do not like to talk of complexes-are composedof
simples,but I admit that that is a difficult argument, and it might
be that analysiscould go on forever.
Mr. Carr: You do not mean that in calling the thing complex,
you have assertedthat there really are simples?
Mr. Russell:No, ] do not think that is nccessarilyimplied.
Mr. Nnille: I do not feel clear that the proposition 'This is
white' is in any casea simpler proposition than the proposition
'This and that havethe samecolour'.
Mr. Russell:That is one of the things I have not had time for.
It may be the same as the proposition 'This and that have the
samecolour'. It may be that white is definedasthe colour of 'this',
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or rather that the proposition 'This is white' means'This is identical in colour with that', the colour of 'that' being, so to speak,
the definition of white. That may be, but there is no specialreason
to think that it is.
Mr. Naille: Are there any monadic relations which would be
better examples?
Mr. Russell:I think not. It is perfectly obvious apriorithatyou
can get rid of all monadic relations by that trick. One of the things
I was going to say if I had had time was that you can get rid of
dyadic and reduce to triadic, and so on. But there is no particular
reason to supposethat that is the way the world begins, that it
beginswith relationsof order z insteadof relationsof order r. You
cannot reduce them downward, but you can reduce them upward.
Question: If the profer name of a thing, a 'this', varies from
instant to instant, how is it possibleto make any argument?
Mr. Russell:You can keep'this'going for about a minute or
two. I made that dot and talked about it for some little time. I
mean it varies often. If you argue quickly, you can get somelittle
way before it is finished. I think tirings last for a finite time, a
matter of some secondsor minutes or whatever it may happen to
be.
Question:You do not think that air is acting on that and changing it?
Mr. Russell:It doesnot matter about that if it doesnot alter its
appearanceenough for you to'have a different sense-datum.
III.
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I did not quite finish last time the syllabus that I intended for
Lecture II, so I must first do that.
I had been speakingat the end of my last lecture on the subject
of the self-subsistenceof particulars, how each particular has its
being independentlyof any other and does not depend upon anything else for the logical possibility of its existence.I compared
particulars with the old conception of substance,that is to say,
they have the quality of seff-subsistencethat used to belong to
substance, but not the quality of persistencethrough time. A
particular, as a rule, is apt to last for a very short time indeed, not
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understand (in the strict senseof the word) is a symbol, and to
understanda symbol is to know what it stands for.
I passon from particulars to predicatesand relations and what
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thing applies.A relation can never occur exceptasa relation, never
asa subject.You will alwayshaveto put in hypotheticalterms,if not
real ones,such as 'If I say that x is beforey, I asserta relation between x andy'.It is in this way that you will haveto expandsuch a
statementas ' "Before" is a relation' in order to get its meaning.
The different sorts of words, in fact, have different sorts of uses
and must be kept alwaysto the right use and not to the wrong use,
and it is fallaciesarising from putting symbolsto wrong usesthat
lead to the contradictionsconcernedwith types.
There is just one more point before I leavethe subjectsI meant
to have dealt with last time, and that is a point which cameup in
discussionat the conclusionof the last lecture, namely,that if you
like you can get a formal reduction of (say) monadic relations to
dyadic, or of dyadic to triadic, or of all the relations below a certain order to all above that order, but the conversereduction is
not possible. Suppose one takes, for example, 'red'. One says,
'This is red', 'That is red', and so forth. Now, if anyone is of
opinion that there is reason to try to get on without subjectpredicatepropositions,all that is necessaryis to take somestandard
red thing and have a relation which one might call 'colour-likeness', samenessof colour, which would be a direct relation, not
consistingin having a certain colour. You canthen definethe things
which are red, as all the things that have colour-likenessto this
standardthing. That is practically the treatment that Berkeleyand
Hume recommended,exceptthat they did not recognizethat they
were reducing qualities to relations,but thought they were getting
rid of 'abstractideas' altogether.You can perfectly well do in that
way a formal reduction of predicates to relations. There is no
objection to that either empirically or logically. If you think it is
worth wh-ileyou can proceedin exactly the sameway with dyadic
relations, which you can reduce to triadic. Royce used to have a
great affection for that process.For some reasonhe always liked
triadic relations trctter than dyadic onesl he illustrated his preference in his contributions to mathematicallogic and the principles
of geometry.
All that is possible.I do not myself seeany particular point in
doing it as soon as you have realizedthat it is possible. I seeno
particular reasonto supposethat the simplest relationsthat occur
in the world are (say) of order n,but there is no a priori reason
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against it. The conversereduction, on the other hand, is quite
impossible except in certain special caseswhere the relation has
some special properties. For example, dyadic relations can be
reduced to samenessof predicate when they are symmetrical and
transitive.Thus, e.g.,the relation of colour-likeness
will havethe
property that if I has exact colour-likenesswith B and B with C,
then I has exact colour-likenesswith C; and if u4has it with B, B
has it with l. But the caseis otherwise with asymmetricalrelations.
Take for example'l is greaterthan .B'. It is obviousthat 'l is
greater than B' does not consist in I and B having a common
predicate,for if it did it would requirethat B shouldalsobe greater
than A. It is alsoobviousthat it doesnot consistmerely in their
having differentpredicates,becauseif I has a diflerent predicate
from B, B has a differentpredicatef.romA, so that in either case,
whether of samenessor difference of predicate, you get a symmetrical relation. For instance, if A is of a different colour from B,
8 is of a different colour from A. Therefore when you get symmetrical relations,you have relations which it is formally possible
to reduceto either samenessof predicateor differenceof predicate,
but when you come to asymmetrical relations there is no such
possibility.This impossibilityof reducingdyadicrelationsto samenessor differenceof predicateis a matter of a good deal of importance in connection with traditional philosophy, becausea great
deal of traditional philosophydependsupon the assumptionthat
every proposition really is of the subject-predicateform, and that
is certainly not the case. That theory dominates a great part of
traditional metaphysicsand the old idea of substanceand a good
deal of the theory of the Absolute, so that,that sort of logical outlook which had its imagination dominated by the theory that you
could alwaysexpressa proposition in a subject-predicateform has
had a very great deal of influence upon traditional metaphysics.
That is the end of what I ought to have said last time, and I
come on now to the proper topic of to-day's lecture, that is moleaiar propositions. I call them molecular propositions because
they contain other propositions which you may call their atoms,
and by molecularpropositionsI mean propositionshaving such
words as 'or', 'if', 'and', and so forth. If I say, 'Either to-day is
Tuesday, or we have all made a mistake in being here', that is the
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sort of proposition that I mean that is molecular. Or if I say, 'If it
rains, I shall bring my umbrella', that again is a molecularproposition becauseit containsthe two parts 'It rains' and 'I shall
being my umbrella'.If I say,'It did rain and I did bring my umbrella', that again is a molecular proposition. Or if I say, 'The
suppositionof idsraining is incompatiblewith the suppositionof
my not bringing mv umbrella', that againis a molecularproposition. There are various propositions of that sort, which you can
complicate ad infinitum. They are built up out of propositions
relatedby suchwords as'or', 'if', 'and', and so on. You remember
that I defined an atomic proposition asone which containsa single
verb. Now there are two different lines of complication in proceeding from theseto more complex propositions.There is the line
that I havejust beentalking about,whereyou proceedto molecular
propositions,and there is anotherline which I shall cometo in.a
later lecture,whereyou havenot two relatedpropositions,but one
propositioncontainingtwo or more verbs.Examplesare got from
believing, wishing, and so forth. 'I believe Socratesis mortal.'
You have there two verbs, 'believe' and 'is'. Or 'I wish I were
immortal'.Anything like that whereyou have a wish or a belief or
a doubt involvestwo verbs.A lot of psychologicalattitudes involve
two verbs, not, as it were, crystallized out, but two verbs within
the one unitary proposition. But I am talking to-day about molecular propositions and you will understand that you can make
propositionswith 'or' and 'and' and so forth, where the constituent propositions are not atomic, but for the moment we can confine ourselvesto the casewhere the constituent propositions are
' atomic. When you take an atomic proposition, or one of these
propositionslike 'believing',when you take any propositionof that
sort, there is just one fact which is pointed to by the proposition,
pointed to either truly or falsely. The essenceof a proposition is
that it can correspondin two ways with a fact, in what one may
call the true way or.the falseway. You might illustrate it in a pic;j
ture like this:
...>
True:
Prop. Fact
-+
False:
Fact Prop.
Supposingyou have the proposition 'Socratesis mortal', either
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there would be the fact that Socratesis mortal or there would be
the fact that Socratesis not mortal. In the one caseit corresponds
in a way that makesthe proposition true, in the other casein a way
that makesthe proposition false. That is one way in which a proposition differs from a name.
There are, of course, two propositions correspondingto every
fact, one true and one false.There are no falsefacts, so you cannot
get one fact for every proposition but only for every pair of propositions. All that applies to atomic propositions. But when you
take such a proposition as ? or g', 'Socratesis mortal or Socrates
is living still', there you will have two different facts involved in
the truth or the falsehdodof your proposition 'p o, q'. There will
be the fact that correspondsto p and there will be the fact that
correspondsto g, and both of thosefacts are relevantin discovering
the truth or falsehoodof 'p or q'. I do not supposethere is in the
world a single disjunctivefact correspondingto 'p or g'. It does
not look plausible that in the actual objective world there are facts
going about which you could describeas'p or g', but I would not
lay too much stresson what strikes one as plausible: it is not a
thing you can rely on altogether. For the present I do not think
any difficulties will arise from the supposition that'the truth or
falsehoodof this proposition 'p ot q'doesnot dependupon a single
objective fact which is disjunctive but dependson the two facts
one of which correspondstop and the other to q: p will havea fact
correspondingto it and g will have a fact correspondingto it. T'hat
is io say,the truth or falsehoodofthis proposition'p o, q'depends
upon two factsand not upon one,asp doesand asq does.Generally
speaking, as regards these things that you make up out of two
propositions,the whole of what is necessaryin order to know their
meaning is to know under what circumstancesthey are true, given
the truth or falsehoodof p and the truth or falsehoodof g. That is
perfectly obvious.You haveas a schema,for'p or q',
using'T?'f.or'p and q both true'
'TF' f.or'p true and g false',etc.,

TF
TT
TTTF

FT

FF

where the bottom line statesthe truth or the falsehoodof.'p or q'.
You must not look about the real world for an object which you
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can call 'or', and say, 'Now, look at this. This is "or".' There is
no such thing, and if you try to analyse'p o, q' in that way you will
get into trouble. But the meaning of disjunction will be entirely
explained by the above scherna.
I call these things truth-functions of propositions, when the
truth or falsehoodof the molecular proposition dependsonly on
the truth or falsehoodof the propositions that enter into it. The
sameappliesto'p and g'and'if p then q' and'p is incompatible
with g'. When I say 'p is incompatible with q' I simply mean to
say that they are not both true. I do not mean any more. Those
sorts of things are called truth-functions, and thesemolecularpropositions that we are dealing with to-day are instancesof truthfunctions. If p is a proposition,the statementthat 'I believep'
does not depend for its truth or falsehood,simply upon the truth
or falsehoodof p, sinceI believesomebut not all true propositions
and somebut not all falsepropositions.
I just want to give you a little talk about the way these truthfunctions are built up. You can build up all thesedifferent sorts of
truth-functions out of one source,namely 'p is incompatible with
g', meaning by that that they are not both true, that one at least
of them is false.
We will denote'p is incompatiblewith q'by plq.
Take for instancePlP, i.e., 'p is incompatiblewith itself'. In
that caseclearlyp will be false,so that you can take'plp' as meaning'P is false', i.e., plp:nst p. The meaningof molecularpropositions is entirely determined by their truth-schema and there
is nothing more in it than that, so that when you have got two
things of the sametruth-schema you can identify them.
Supposeyou want 'if p then q', that simply meansthat you cannot havep without having {, so that p is incompatiblewith the
falsehoodof g. Thus,

'If p thenq':Plkld.
When you have thdt, it follows of courseat once that if p is true,
g is true, becauseyou cannot havep true and q false.
Supposeyou want'p or Q', that meansthat the falsehoodof p
is incompatiblewith the falsehoodof g. If p is false,g is not false,
and vice versa.That will be

(Plp)l(qlq).
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Supposeyou want 'p utd q are both true'. That will mean that2
is not incompatible with g. When p and g are both true, it is not
the casethat at least one of them is false. Thus,
g are both ttue' :(Plq)l(Plq').
^od
The whole of the logic of deduction is concernedsimply with
complicationsand developmentsof this idea. This idea of incompatibility was first shown to be sufficient for the purpose by Mr.
Sheffer, and there was a good deal of work done subsequentlyby
M. Nicod. It is a good dealsimpler when it is done this way than
when it is done in th6 way of Principia Mathenatica, where there
are two primitive ideas to start with, namely 'or' and 'not'. Here
you can get on with only a single premisefor deduction. I will not
developthis subject further becauseit takesyou right into mathematical logic.
I do not seeany reasionto supposethat there is a complexity in
the facts correspondingto these molecular propositions, because,
as I was saying, the correspondenceof a molecular proposition
with facts is of a different sort from the correspondenceof an
atomic proposition with a fact. There is one special point that
has to be gone into in connexion with this, that is the question:
Are there negative facts? Are there such facts as you might call
the fact that'socrates is not alive'? I have assumedin all that I
have said hitherto that there are negative facts, that for example
if ytiu say 'socrates is alive', there is correspondingto that Proposition in the real world the fact that Socratesis not alive. One
has a certain repugnanceto negativefacts, the samesort of feeling
that makes you wish not to have a fat 'p or g' going about the
world. You have a feeling that there are only positive facts, and
that negativepropositionshavesomehowor other got to be exPressions of positive facts. When I was lecturing on this subject at
Harvard* I argued that there were negative facts, and it nearly
produced a riot: the classwould not hear of there being negative
facts at all. I am still inclined to think that there are.However,
one of the men to whom I was lecturing at Harvard, Mr. Demos,
subsequentlywrote an article in Mind to explain why there are
no negativefacts. It is in Mind for April, ryt7. I think he makes
'P
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as good a caseas can be made for the view that there are no negative facts. It is a difficult question.I really only askthat you should
not dogmatize.I do not saypositively that there are, but tlere may
be.
There are certain things you can notice about negative propositions. Mr. Demos points out, first of all, that a negative
proposition is not in any way dependent on a cognitive subject
for its definition. To this I agree.Supposeyou say, when I say
'Socrates is not alive', I am merely expressing disbelief in the
proposition that Socratesis alive. You have got to find something
or other in the real world to make this disbelief true, and the only
question is what. That is his Ttrsl point.
His secondis that a negative proposition must not be taken at
its face value. You cannot, he says,regard the statement'Socrates
is not alive' as being an expressionof a fact in the same sort of
direct way in which 'Socratesis human' would be an expression
of a fact. His argumentfor that is solelythat he cannot believethat
there are negativefacts in the world. He maintainsthat there cannot be in the real world such facts as'Socratesis not alive', taken,
i.e., as simple facts, and that therefore you have got to find some
explanation of negative propositions, some interpretation, and
that they cannotbe just as simple as positivepropositions.I shall
comebackto that point, but on this I do not feel inclinedto agree.
His third point I do not entirely agree with: that when the
word 'not' occurs, it cannot be taken as a qualification of the
predicate.For instance,if you saythat 'This is not red', you might
attempt to say that 'not-red' is a predicate, but that of course
won't do; in the first placebecausea great many propositionsare
not expressionsof predicates; in the second place becausethe
word'not'-appliesto the wholeproposition.The properexpression
would be'not: this is red'; the'not'applies to the wholeproposition 'this is red', and of coursein many casesyou can seethat
quite clearly.If you take a caseI took in discussingdescriptions:
'The presentking of Franceis not bald', and if you take 'not-bald'
as a predicate,that would haveto be judged falseon the ground
that there is not a presentking of France.But it is clearthat the
proposition 'The presentking of France is bald' is a falseproposition, and thereforethe negativeof that will have to be a true proposition, and that could not be the case if you take 'not-bald'
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as a predicate,so that in all caseswhere a 'not' comesin, the 'not'
has to be taken to apply to the whole proposition. 'Not-1D'is
the proper formula.
We have come now to the question, how are we really to interpret 'not-1D',and the suggestion offered by Mr. Demos is that
when we assert 'nof1D' we are really assertingthat there is some
propositiong which is true and is incompatiblewithp ('an opposite
of p' is his phrase, but I think the meaning is the same). That is
his suggesteddefinition:
'not-p' means'There is a propositiong which is
true and is incompatiblewith p.'
As, e.g.,if I say'This chalkis not red', I shallbe meaningto assert
that there is some proposition, which in this case would be the
proposition'This chalk is white', which is inconsistentwith the
proposition 'It is red', and that you use these general negative
forms becauseyou do not happen to know what the actual proposition is that is true and is incompatiblewith p. Qr, of course,
you may possibly know what the actual proposition is, but you
may be more interestedin the fact that p is false than you are in
the particular example.whichmakesit false. As, for instance,you
might be anxious to prove that someoneis a liar, and you might
be very much interested in the falsehood of some proposition
which he had asserted.You might also be more interested in the
generalpropositionthan in the particular case,so that if eomeone hbd assertedthat that chalk was red, you might be more
interested in the fact that it was not red than in the fact that it
was white.
I find it very difficult to believe that theory of falsehood.you
will observethat in the first place there is this objection, that it
makes incompatibility fundamental and an objective fact, which
is not so very much simpler than allowing negative facts. you
have got to have here 'That p is incompatible with g' in order to
reduce 'not' to incompatibility, becausethis has got to be thc
corresponding fact. It is perfectly clear, whatever may be the
interpretation of 'not', that there is sorneinterpretation which wilt
giveyou a fact. If I say 'There is not a hippopotamusin this room',
it is quite clear there is some way of interpreting that statement
according to which there is a corresponding fact, and the fact
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cannot be merely that every part of this room is filled up with
something that is not a hippopotamus. You would come back to
the necessityfor some kind or other of fact of the sort that we
have been trying to avoid. We bave been trying to avoid both
negative facts and molecular facts, and all that this succeedsin
doing is to substitute molecular facts for negativefacts, and I do
not consider that that is very successfulas a means of avoiding
paradox,especiallywhen you considerthis, that evenif incompatibility is to be taken as a sort of fundamental expressionof fact,
incompatibility is not between facts but between propositions.
If I say '2 is incompatible with {', one at least of p and q has got
to be false. It is clear that no two facts are incompatible. The
incompatibility holds bctweenthe propositions,between the p and
the g, and thercfore if you are going to take incompatibility as a
fundamental fact, you have got, in explaining negatives,to take
as your fundemental fact something involving propositions as
opposodto fscts. It is quite clear tlat propositions are not what
you might call 'real'. If you were making an inventory of the
world, propoaitions would not come in. Facts would, beliefs,
wishce, wills would, but propositions would not. They do not
havc being independently, so that this incompatibility of propositions taken as an ultimate fact of the real world '*'ill want a
grcat deal of treatment, a lot of dressing up before it will do.
Therefore as a simplification to avoid negative facts, I do not
think it really is very successful.I'think you will find that it is
simpler to take negativefacts as facts, to assumethat'Socrates is
not alive' is really an objective fact in the same sensein which
'Socratesis human' is a fact. This theory of Mr. Demos's that I
have been setting forth here is a developmentof the one one hits
upon at once when one tries to get round negativefacts, but for
the reasonsthat I have given, I do not think it really answersto
take things that way, and I think you will find that it is better to
take negativefacts as ultimate. Otherwiseyou will find it so difficult to say whaf it is that correspondsto a proposition. When,
e.g., you have a falsepositive proposition,say 'Socratesis alive',
it is false becauseof.a fact in the real world. A thing cannot be
falseexcept becauseof a fact, so that you find it extremely difficult
to say what exactly happenswhen you make a positive assertion
that is false, unless you are going to admit negative facts. I think
{
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all those questions are difficult and there are arguments always to
be adduced both ways, but on the whole I do incline to believe
that there are negativd facts and that there are not disjunctive
facts. But the denial of disjunctive facts leadsto certain difficulties
which we shall have to consider in connexion with general propositions in a later lecture.
Discussion
Question: Do you consider that the proposition 'Socrates is
dead'is a positiveor a negativefact?
It is partly a negativefact. To Bay that a person
Mr. Russe|/z
is dead is complicated.It is two statementsrolled into one:
'socrates was alive' and 'Socratesis not alive'.
Quzstion:Does putting the 'not' into it give it a formal character of negative and vice versa?
Mr. Russell'.No, I think you must go into the meaningof words.
Question:I should have thought there was a great difference
betweensaying that'Socrates is alive' and saying that'Socrates
is not a living man'. I think it is possibleto have what one might
call a negativeexistenceand that things exist of which we cannot
take cognizance. Socrates undoubtedly did live but he is no
longer in the condition of living as a man.
', Mr. Russe//:I was not going into the question of existenceafter
death but simply taking words in their everyday signification.
QuestionzWhat is preciselyyour test asto whetheryou havegot
a positive or negative proposition before youl
Mr. Russell:There is no formal test.
Question:If you had a formal test, would it not follow that you
would know whether there were negative facts or not?
Mr. Russell:No, I think not. In the perfect logical languagethat
I sketchedin theory, it would alwaysbe obvious at once whether
a proposition was positive or negative. But it would not bear
upon how you are going to interpret negativepropositions.
Question:Would the existenceof negative facts ever be anything more than a mere definition?
Mr. Russell:Yes, I think it would. It seemsto me that the business of metaphysics is to describe the world, and it is in my
opinion a real definite question whether in a complete description
of the world you would have to mention negativefacts or not.
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Question:How do you define a negativefact?
Mr. Russell:You could not give a generaldefinition if it is right
that negativenessis an ultimate.
I V.
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You will remember that after speakingabout atomic proposiitons I pointed out two more complicated forms of propositions
which arise immediately on proceeding further than that: the
/d/st, which I call molecular propositions,which I dealt with last
.time, involving such words as 'or', 'and', 'if', and the secondinvolving two or more verbs such as believing, wishing, willing,
and so forth. In the case of molecular propositions it was not
clear that we had to deal with any new form of fact, but only
with a new form of proposition,i.e., if you have a disjunctive
propositionsuch as 'p o, q'it doesnot seemvery plausibleto say
there there is in the world a disjunctive fact corresponding to
'p o, q' but merely that there is a fact correspondingto p and a fact
correspondingto g and the disjunctive proposition derives its
truth or falsehood from those two separatefacts. Therefore in
that caseone was dealingonly with a new form of proposition and
not with a new form of fact. To-day we have to deal with a new
form of fact.
I think one might describephilosophicallogic,the philosophical
portion of logic which is the portion that I am concernedwith in
theselectures since Christmas (tgr7), as an inventory, or if you
like a more humble word, a 'zoo' containing all the different
forms that facts may have. I should prefer to say 'forms of facts'
rather than 'forms of propositions'. To apply that to the caseof
molecularpropositions which I dealt with last time, if one were
pursuing this analysisof the forms of facts, it would be bekefin
a molecularpropoqition that one would deal with rather than the
molecular proposition itself. In accordance with the sort of
realistic bias that I should put into all study of metaphysics,I
should always wish to be engagedin the investigation of some
actual fact or set of facts. and it seemsto me that that is so in
logicjust as much as it.#ii zoology. In logic you are concerned
with the forms of facts, with getting hold of the different sorts of
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facts, different logical sorts of facts, that there are in the world.
Now I want to point out to-day that the facts that occur when one
believesor wishes or wills have a different logical form from the
atomic facts containing a single verb which I dealt with in my
secondlecture. (There are, of course, a good many forms that
facts may have, a strictly infinite number, and I do not wish you
to supposethat I pretend to deal with all of them.) Supposeyou
take any actual occurrenceof a belief. I want you to understand
that I am not talking about beliefs in the sort of way in which
judgment is spokenof in theory of knowledge,in which you would
say there is tftejudgment that two and two are four. I am talking
of the actualoccurrenceof a belief in a particular person'smind
at a particularmoment, and discussingwhat sort of a fact that is.
If I say 'What day of the week is this?' and you say 'Tuesday',
there occurs in ybur mind at that moment the belief that this is
Tuesday.The thing I want to deal with to-day is the question.
What is the form of the fact whieh occurs when a person has a
belief. Of courseyou seethat the sort of obviousfirst notion that
one would naturally arrive at would be that a belief is a relation
to the proposition. 'I believethe proposition2'. 'I believethat
to-day is Tuesday'. 'I believethat two and two are four'. Something like that. It seemson the face of it as if you had there a
relationof the believingsubjectto a proposition.That view won't
do for various reasonswhich I shall go into. But you have therefore got to have a theory of belief which is not exactly that. Take
any sort of proposition, say 'I believe Socratesis mortal'. Suppose
that that belief does actually occur. The statementthat it occurs
is a statement of fact. You have there two verbs. You may have
more than two verbs, you may have any number greaterthan one.
I may believethat Jonesis of the opinion that Socratesis mortal.
There you have more than two verbs.You may have any number,
but you cannot have lessthan two. You will perceivethat it is not
only the proposition that has the two verbs, but also the fact,
which is expressed by the proposition, has two constituents
corresponding to verbs. I shall call those constituents verbs for
the sake of shortness,as it is very difficult to find any word to
describeall those objects which one denotesby verbs. Of course,
that is strictly using the word 'verb' in two different senses,but I
do not think it can lead to any confusion if you understand that

